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Crimping pliers for uninsulated open brass cable lugs

INFO
Crimping pliers for uninsulated open brass cable lugs

We distinguish between wire crimps and insulation crimps. The end 
of the wire should be flush with the wire crimp or extend beyond it no 
further than 1 mm, so that the plug function is not affected.
The insulation end must not project into the wire crimp, however it must 
also not lie just half beneath the insulation crimp. Only in this way can 
a standard-compliant crimp be ensured.
In a good crimp the wire must be deformed. In this case one talks of a 
“gastight crimp”.

Crimping pliers
for open brass cable lugs, short construction, 20% angled handy form, with 
locking device, with adjustable crimp pressure, roll pressing

Art. no. kg PU
210777 0,366 1

mm²
0,5 - 1,5

Crimping pliers
for open brass cable lugs, with locking device, with adjustable crimp pressure, 
chrome plated, roll pressing

Art. no. kg PU
211682 0,568 1
210762 0,575 1

mm²
0,5 - 2,5

0,5 - 6

Crimping pliers
for open brass cable lugs, with locking device, with adjustable crimp pressure, 
chrome plated, roll pressing

Art. no. kg PU
210785 0,537 1
210786 0,535 1

mm²
0,05 - 1

1,5 - 2,5

HUPcompact „HC04"
for open brass tab connectors, 100% parallel crimp, precision crimp, handle 
force: 5 kN, small compact construction, life span: 50,000 crimp cycles, with 
locator, roll pressing

Art. no. kg PU
213094 0,490 1

Ø
0,5 - 6

Wrong:
The end of the insulation is
in the insulation crimp.
Wrong:
The stripped wire projects
into the contact zone.

Correct:
The end of the insulation and
the stripped wire are crimped
accurately.
To facilitate accurate
crimping a positioning aid is
available for crimping pliers.

Socket sleeves (female)
with cable stop

Socket sleeves (female)
with cable stop and side
cable connection Flat terminals

bare brass bare brass tin-plated brass

Precision-ground crimp profi les
=> clean crimp

Adjustable crimping pressure
=> Wear compensation
via adjusting screw

Forced block, unblockable
=> guaranteed DIN-compliant
crimped connection

Ergonomically formed plastic
handles
=> low fatigue work




